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Cender Part I

1. What defines someone's gender?

2. Name a few gender stereotypes that you know

3. Do you think Singapore promotes gender equality? Explain.
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KEVWOBIIS
Ose them appropriately and you will impress upon the
indeed capable of dn inleltec+(ral discussion. Match the
+h€ righ+ definitions withoul Google.

teadet +hd+ you o,te

keywords/phrases lo

controversy

gender equality

gender stereotype

dehumanise

self-objectification

sociology

discrimination

societal norms

feminism

Treating a person or particular group of
people differently, especially in a worse
way from the way in which you treat
other people, because of their skin
colour, sex, sexuality, etc..

The belief that women should be
allowed the same rights, power, and
opportunities as men and be treated in
the same way, or the set of activities
intended to achieve this state.

The study of the relationships between
people living in groups, especially in
industrial societies

The viewing and treatment of other
persons as though they lack the mental
capacities that are commonly
attributed to human beings.

A lot of disagreement or argument
about something, usually because it
affects or is important to many people.

The unwritten rules of behavior that
are considered acceptable in a group or
society.

A generalized view or preconception
about attributes or characteristics, or
the roles that are or ought to be
possessed by, or performed by, women
and men.

When individuals treat themselves as
objects to be viewed and evaluated
based upon appearance.

when people of all genders have equal
rights, responsibilities and
opportunities.
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fill in the missing words to the best of your capdcity,

Gender as a concept is something that is of great c[ and debate. People debate over
whether gender is shaped by nature or nu[ whether gender ste are helpful or
restrictive and urf with links to perflissues including gena"-.+"r.4 !tq_f l
and inequality. Gender-based discrimination and inequality can be mqf lin various
wa1s, from the pay g[ to violence against women. Discussions of gender inequality have

also extended beyond fef lto a rethiaking of whether maf lare also forced to behave

according to so[norms.
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Most socf l agree that gender is largely conf l through social nf l and
behaviours. Thus the term'gender' is distinguished from 'fi which refers to one's blf l
aspects at birth.

Nonetheless, there have been several studies which have tried to prove or arf lotherwise.

William Reiner in his studies found that
the amount of erf lto male hormones
and androgens in utero almost definitively
decides whether the child id him or
herself as masculine or feminine, He did so

by tracking how children behave after sex

ref lat birth - where a majority of
the children switched back to the sex they
were born in.

Contemporary socialisation theory
proposes that when a child is first born it
has a biological sex but no so! gender,
and it is only due to society's norms ofhow
to behave that socialises the child into a
culflspecific gender. This is because
there is an inf to aligniag with what
society wants them to be like, including
opf l for work, family, education
andref l.

Some also believe that society is
constructed in a way that pfithe two
genders through social orf - 

l such
as the media that constandy in[and
reproduce cultural images of ge[that

Men have been known to have a larger
cerf lthan women by about 8 1O%.

Researchers at the universities of New
Mexico and California found using brain
mapping that men have more grey matter
than white, and vice versa. Grey matter
is used for iuformation prof l while
white matter consists of connections
b€tween processing centres.

Other differences between man and women
include those due to different h! ]
actMty, which is ultimately due to sexual
dlfatbirth.

loarr Acker has delineated gendering as

occurring during different interacting
social profl including:
. Unequal interaclions belween men and

women with do and submission
. Symbols and images as po.fland

reinforced by the nl] media
. G"r,d"."d "o*f lof one's identity

such as dressing, speech and personality
. oiflin physical space as well as in

terms of labour or family roles.
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The mass m[ include advertising, film, music, television and many other forms which are

popular and they frequently perpetuate gender s{ l ofwhat it means to be masculine
or fef lwhether sub or otherwise.

Objectification

Men may have unrf l expectations of how women should look or behave, comparing
them to characters in films or models down the ruaway. For example, women are often
compared to objects in such as cars, which can cause men to think of them
as comf l rather than fellow human beings. This can even lead to the likelihood of
sexual vif l as women are

Ma{ly studies have found that such objectification can lead to depression,
eny and desensitisation amongst women of all ages, especially the young and
as well as the aged, which is under-repf lin the media.

Self-objectiflcotion

On the other hand, self also occurs, which may lead to the ac of sexual
violence. Womar can also self-objeai! by constantly mof ltheir appearance so that they
can become nearer to societyis e! las represented by those portrayed in the media.
This often leads to pf disorders such as body dysmorphic disorder, anorexia and
bulimia. Studies have fo'nd that nearly halfoffemales aged 6 8 desire to be sfi,f l

Sexualisotion

The sexf l of women and characterising individuals as 'df l blondd may lead to
lif l opportunities for them to make others believe them beyond their a[
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